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since waters, especially, was often sceptical about the cinema, one could expect a very
complex narrative, something on the order of david lynch's blue velvet or the absolute,

unrelenting horror movie shown at the start of the shining. however, the story of the wall is
much simpler. on a tour of the u.k., waters became increasingly upset as a young man of 16,

and especially at his studies, and gradually became a recluse. he stopped performing,
dropped out of school, and abandoned his old friends. after a few years, he was plucked from
a life of seclusion by his old pal, the band's manager, and sent to study at the royal college of
art. this is one of the great rock movies, a film that should go on all the walls of the world. it's
the best piece of rock cinema that i've ever seen. it's a very powerful thing, a statement. it's

almost like a protest. but it's also a very, very hard film to take, because it's very hard to
watch. it's a very hard film to watch, but it's an important film to make. the film was shot over

two weeks in 1982 and in july that year waters, with scarfe and director alan parker and
producer john glover, performed six songs for the first time in public at a rock concert at

london's wembley arena. it's a movie that should be enjoyed alongside pink floyd - the wall
album. it should be played at home, or on television, or on a big screen on a big screen. every

rock fan should own a copy of this film, and every fan should play it. it is, quite simply, the
best film i've ever seen. it's like an armagideon of war. it's an armagideon of war.
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